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1. INTRODUCTION 
We know that a commutative Hopf algebra can be regarded as a 
functor from the category of commutative algebras to the category of 
groups. Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra. For any commutative 
algebra A, there is a corresponding group Hom,,,,(H, A). Horn,&& .): 
A -+ Horn,,,&& A) is a functor from the category of commutative algebras 
to the category of groups. Conversely, if a functor G from the category of 
commutative algebras to the category of groups can be represented by a 
commutative algebra H, i.e., G 2 Hom,,,,(H, .), then H is a Hopf algebra. 
It is natural to ask the question, “What kind of algebras can be functors 
from the category of k-algebras to the category of groups?” Hopf algebras 
usually are not such algebras, because HomkMalg(H, A) is not a group unless 
A is commutative. What then is the difference between commutative and 
non-commutative algebras? The answer is that the tensor product @3k is 
a coproduct in the category of commutative k-algebras but not a coproduct 
in the category of k-algebras. It turns out that the coproduct u (in the 
sense of universal algebras) is the correct choice in the case of k-algebras. 
Using coproduct u instead of tensor product 0, we define a new class of 
algebras which have properties similar to commutative Hopf algebras. We 
call these algebras &algebras. Such algebras are exactly functors from the 
category of k-algebras to the category of groups. 
What do these algebras look like and what are the functors defined by 
such algebras? Roughly speaking, for any coalgebra C we can define Hc, 
which is an H-algebra. The corresponding functor can be represented 
by familiar functor which incorporates C; i.e., for any algebra A, 
Homk+(HC, A) z {f E Hom,(C, A)(3g E Hom,(C, A), s.t. f * g = 
m,(f@ g) A, = qaec = g es}. It is well-known that the right-hand side of 
the above equation is a group. Using the structure of coproduct, we prove 
that any quotient H-algebra of H, is H,, for some quotient coalgebra D 
of c. 
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As we said before, Hopf algebras usually are not H-algebras; H-algebras 
usually are not Hopf algebras as well. But we can naturally assign a 
bialgebraic structure to an H-algebra. Later we will prove that some 
H-algebras are Hopf algebras. 
In the first part of this paper we recall some basic conceptions and basic 
properties which we will use later. Then we give the definition and proper- 
ties of H-algebras. In the middle we give a class of H-algebras, prove a few 
main results, and discuss the algebraic structure of these algebras. In the 
last two sections we give some remarks on cocommutative and com- 
mutative H-algebras and Hopf algebras. 
Since this paper was accepted for publication, I have been informed by 
Professor G. Bergman that this work is similar to work he did in collabora- 
tion with Professor A. Hausknecht. Some overlap can be found in [BH]. 
At this time I thank Professors Bergman and Hausknecht for sending me 
their paper, and especially Professor Bergman for reviewing my paper and 
providing helpful comments. 
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that k is an algebraically closed 
field. A k-algebra A is a k-vector space with the two k-linear maps 
q:k+A, m: A 0 A + A, s.t. 
m(m@l)=m(l@m) (associative law) 
m(l@r])=l=m(~@l) (unitary property), 
where 1 is the identity map from A to A. For the second equation, we 
regard k@A and AQk as A. 
All k-algebras form a category which is denoted z&“,. This category has 
the following properties in which we are interested: 
(a) d/f, has an initial object k; i.e., VA E Obj(&‘k), Hom(k, A) has 
a single element. 
(b) VA,, A2~Obj(dl”k), there exists a triple (B, iA,, iA*), where 
BEObj(z&&), iA,: A, + B, iA2A + B, s.t. VCE Obj(&$,), fi : A, + C, 
f2: A2 -+ C, there exists a unique homomorphism F: B + C, satisfying 
FiA,=f,, FiAz=f2. 
(4 i A,, iA2) is called a coproduct of A I and A,. Coproduct is unique up 
to isomorphisms. Usually B is written as A, u AZ, i,, as i, , iA as i,. 
There are many categories which have these two properties. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A category d is called algebraic, if (1) d has an initial 
object; (2) The coproduct of any two objects exists. 
Here are some examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Any variety (in the sense of universal algebras) with an 
initial object is algebraic. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. All k-coalgebras with a fixed group-like element form an 
algebraic category (which will be defined later). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Any abelian category is algebraic. 
Now we recall some properties of coproducts in an algebraic category. 
Let d be an algebraic category and k be its initial object (k is not a field 
in this case). We can find the following properties in [J] or in some other 
books. 
(c) VA,, A2~Obj(&), A1 u A, is unique up to isomorphisms. If 
B~Obj(d), then Hom(A,uA,,B)=Hom(A,,B)xHom(A,, B). 
Cd) ‘+A,, A,, A3 E Obj@‘)~ we can define A,u A,uA, in a 
similar way and A,uA,uAj=(A,uA2)uA3=AIu(A2uAJ). For 
Al, A,, . . . . A, E Obj(d), we can define A, u A, u ... u A, directly or by 
induction (we obtain the same result). 
63 
It is easy to see: 
‘(12) ‘k k 3 
.(12)3.12 = il23 for k= 1,2; 
’ (23) ‘k 
. l(23). 123 = i 123 
k 3 for k=2, 3. 
Similarly, there are some equations for more objects (omitted). 
(f) If k is an initial object of d, then any other initial object is 
isomorphic to k. VAeObj(d), Hom(k, A) = {qA} = a single element. 
Moreover, A = k u A = A u k. (Here “ = ” means natural isomorphism). 
(g) VA,, A,, B,, B2eObj(d), fl: A, + B,, f2: A, + B,, there exists 
a unique homomorphism fl uf2 : A 1 u A, + B, u B,, s.t. 
(h uf2) iA = iB,fi, (h u f2) iA, = iB2f2. 
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(gl) If f3:A, + B,, then (fi I-I f2) u f3 = fi u (f2 u f3) = 
fiu(f2uf3)=fiuf*uf3. 
(g2) If g, : B, + Cl, g,: B2 -+ C2, then (sl LJ g2)(fi uf2) = 
g1f1 u g2f2) 
(h) There is a unique isomorphism zi2: A, LJ A, + A, u A,, s.t. 
t12z1 = ii, T,~z~ = ii, where 
i,:A,-+A,uA2, i2:A2+AIuA2; 
ii :A2+A2uAl, i;:A,+A,uA,. 
We can generalize this idea to several objects. For example, there is an 
isomorphism 
z(,,,,,:A,uA,uA,uA,-*A,uA,uA,uA,, 
s.t. z(2314,ij=ii, for j= 1,2, 3,4. 
There iis and iis are obvious homomorphisms. Easily, rc2314)= 
2(1324)2(2134)9 where 
r(1324): A2 u A, ,-, A3 u A, --t A2 u A3 u Al u A,. 
We now define another important homomorphism. 
FROP~SITION 2.1. VA E Obj(&)), there exists a unique homomorphism 
pA : A u A + A, s.t. pA il = pA i2 = 1. Moreover, 
(1) Zf fi: A, + A, f2: A2 + A, then pA(fi uf2) is the unique 
homomorphism F: Al u A2 + A, s.t. FiA, = fi, Fi,, = f2. 
(2) ~(11 u 1) = p( 1 u p) (associative law). 
(3) ~(1 u q) = p(q u 1) = 1 (unitary property). 
(4) Iff:A+Bisa homomorphism, then pB(fuf)=fpA. 
(5) z12: A u A + A u A is the isomorphism in (h), then paz,, = pea. 
(6) ~A,L,A~= (PA, ‘-‘PAZ) z(1324). 
(7) P aua(i2uil)=~12. 
ProoJ: Let A, = A, = C = A, fi = f2 = 1,. By definition of coproduct, 
there exists a unique homomorphism p: A u A + A s.t. pi, = fi = 1, = 
f2 =pi2. 
(1) If f,: A, + A, f2: A, -P A, then pA(fi u f2) is a homomorphism 
from A, u A, to A, and Fi,, = p(fi u f2) iA, = pi, fi = Ifi = fl, Fi,, = 
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~(f, us*) i,, = pi& = If2 =f2 (by property (g)). Uniqueness is from 
definition of coproduct. 
(2) pu(p u 1) and p( 1 up) are two homomorphisms from A LJ A u A 
to A. Let us check &u 1) if*2,3 = p(l up) if,2-3, j= 1, 2, 3: 
p(pu 1) i:**x3 =p(p u 1) i\f;‘)‘i~,‘=pi:‘*pi:~* = 1. 
Similarly, p( 1 u p) i :,2*3 = 1, j.&~ u l)if,2,3 = 1 = p( 1 u p) if,*,‘, j = 2, 3. 
By uniqueness, & u 1) = p( 1 u p). 
(3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) are easy to check. We omit the details. 1 
A k-coalgebra C is a k-vector space with the two k-linear maps 
E: C+k, A: C+ CQ C, s.t. 
(A@l)A=(l@A)A (coassociative law) 
(~@l)A=l=(l@.s)A (counitary property). 
All k-coalgebras form a category which is denoted VU&~. 
A k-coalgebra with a fixed group-like element is a pair (C, qc), where C 
is a coalgebra, and qce C is a group-like element, i.e., A?, = nc@nc. 
Let (C, qc) and (D, qD) be two coalgebras with a fixed group-like 
element. We define Hom((C, sc), (D, qD)) = (fi C + D If is a coalgebraic 
homomorphism and f(qc) = qD}. All k-coalgebras with a fixed group-like 
element form a category which is denoted %~wg~. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Voawfk is an algebraic category. 
Proof Easy (omitted), 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. %?~a~ is a subcategory of Wuau~k ; i.e., C + 
(C @ kt/e, nc) is a faithful jiinctor from %?uak to Voaawgk. 
Proof: Easy (omitted). 1 
Note. %ua, is not a full subcategory of %‘uaacugk. 
We recall some properties of coalgebras. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. C is a k-algebra. 
(1) If x E C, [x] dzf the smallest subcoalgebra of C containing x, then 
[x] is finite-dimensional; 
(2) Ifdim C< co, then there exist {aij}mxm = (aiil i, j= 1, . . . . m} c C, 
s.t. x kav = C, Aa, = C aik @I akj, e(aO) = 6,. We call the matrix (a,), x m the 
structure matrix of coalgebra C. Sometimes we write M(C) = (a#),,, x m. 
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Proof. (1) See [A]; 
(2) dim C< co, then C* is a finite-dimensional k-algebra, then there 
exists m, s.t. C* * M,(k), then F*: M:(k) + C** = C is surjective. 
M:(k) is the coalgebra M,(k) = Cyjni= 1 key, de, = Ck eik 0 ekj, E(eii) = 6,. 
If we choose a0 = F*(ev), then c ka,= C, Aav= c a&@ akj, &(aii) = 
6,. I 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (C, q) is a k-coalgebra with a fixed group like element, 
C,,= ker E. Let {xi> be a basis of CO; then 
(1) Axi = xi @ q -t- q $3 xi + C [ &] x, @ x,, for some coefficients 
L ,fsl E k. 
(2) c, c,f,lc”,swl = c, c,:“lc,,bl~ K 6 03 w* 
(3) Ifb,=d,r+C [sfjl x,, cg=d,iq +I [ lS] X,, then b,=C bik@ bkj, 
e(by)=6ij, Ac,=~ cikockj, E(~Q)=~Q* 
ProoJ: (1) Axi=yi@q+v@zi+C [,fs]~,@x,, because (E@l)A(Xi) 
=xi=(l@&)A(xi), then xi=yi=zi. 
(2) Consider (A 0 1) Axi = (1 @A) Axi, then we have C, [ &] [ &] = 
cs ct:“lcs,iwl. 
(3) .z(bti) = 6,= E(c~) is obvious. We have 
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Hence Ab,=Cb,Qbkj. 
=S,qQ?j+~ J [‘I i, s 
A k-Hopf algebra H is a k-vector space with the k-linear maps 
q:k-tH, m: HQH+H, 
E: H-rk, A: H+HQH, S: H+H, 
s.t. (H, m, q) is an algebra, (H, A, E) is a coalgebra, A and E are algebraic 
homomorphisms, and m(SQ 1)A = m( 1 Q S) A = qs (see details in [A]). 
For commutative Hopf algebra, we have the following well-known 
result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf H is a commutative Hopf algebra, then 
(1) Hom,,,(H, - ) can be a functor from %~rndg~ to ‘34, where 
%L%%+&&k is the category of k-commutative algebras, and Qr is the category 
of groups. 
(2) m(SQS)=Sm, AS=t12(SQS)A, ES=&, S*=l, where z12: 
CQC+CQCisdefinedby~,,(xQy)=yQx. 
In the next section, we will define a class of objects in an algebraic 
category with properties similar to those found in Theorem 2.1. 
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3. H-ALGEBRAS 
Let d be any algebraic category and k an initial object of A. 
VA E Obj(d), there exists a unique homomorphism pA: A u A + A, 
s.t.pLA i, = 1 = pLA iz, and there exists a unique homomorphism qa : k + A. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let H be an object of d. H is called an H-algebra of 
d, if there exist the homomorphisms 
A:H+HuH, E: H+k, S:H+H 
satisfying the equations 
A(Aul)=A(luA) (coassociative law) 
(.sul)A=l=(lu~)A (counitary property) 
(Sul)A=(luS)A=/u (antipode property). 
A is called comultiplication, E is called counit, and S is called antipode. 
If we choose d = G%uwza&,, then Definition 3.1 becomes the definition of 
commutative Hopf-algebra; however, in this paper we are more interested 
in another category such as J$‘&z, than in the category %?MM&. If we 
remove antipode S, we define a class of objects which have properties 
similar to commutative bialgebras. Now we turn our attention to the 
H-algebras. 
THEOREM 3.1. (1) Any initial object is an H-algebra of d. 
(2) If H, and H, are H-algebras, then H, u Hz is an H-algebra. 
(3) If ~4~ and dz are two algebraic categories and G is an isomorphic 
functor from SQ, to dz, then H is an H-algebra of dl iff G(H) is an 
H-algebra of J&$. In particular, ifdI = L$ = J&$~, G(A) = AoP, then H is an 
H-algebra of &$zk #if Hop is an H-algebra. 
Proof (1) and (3) are obvious. 
(2) Define 
A H,uHz=MAn,uA~,) 
S H,LJH~=‘%~% 
‘H,uHl = EH, u EH*. 
It is not difhcult to see that, by definition, (H, u H,, AHIUH2, eHIUH2, 
S H,u Hz) is an H-algebra of d. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let H be an object of d; then Hom,(H, .) can be a 
functor from d to 94 iff 3 morphisms A, E, S, s.t. (H, A, E, S) is an 
H-algebra of d. 
Proof -=. Suppose (H, A, E, S) is an H-algebra. 
VA E Obj(d), we define a product in Horn, (H, A) as follows: 
k”g~Hom,(H,A), f.g=pA(fug)A, where A,:H+HuH, fug: 
HuH+AuA,pA:AuA+A. Wechecktoseethat(Hom,(H,A),.)is 
a group: 
(f.g).h=d(f.g)uh)A=dMfug)A)uh)A 
=/4~ul)((fug)uh)(Aul)A 
=~(lu~)(fu(guh))(luA)A 
=f .(g.h). 
Therefore, the product is associative. 
II~&~EHO~,(H,A), VfeHom,(H,A), 
~Ae,.f=~(~&uf)A=C1(?~1)(lkUf)(&Ul)A 
=lkuf=f, and f .(qe)=f too. 
Hence qs is the unit of Hom,(H, A). 
VfEHom,(H, A), fS,EHom,(H, A)(since S,EH~~,(H, H)): 
f*fS=dfufS)A=dfuf)(luS)A 
=f~(lUS)d=f(qE)=(f~)E=tj&. 
Thus fS is the inverse off in Hom,(H, A). 
Therefore, Hom,(H, A) is a group. 
Now VA, B and h: A + B is any homomorphism. Define 
E=Hom,(H, h): Hom,(H, A)+Hom,(H, B) by 
z=Hom,(H,h):f+hf: 
By definition, we can obtain 
z(f.g)=h(f.g)=h/dfug)A=dhuh)(fug)A 
= dhf ufg) A = /@(f) u z(g)) A = g(f) -x(g). 
Therefore, Hom,(H, .) is a functor from & to $34. 
a. Now we suppose that Horn, (H, -) is a functor from d to Qr. 
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We will define the morphisms A,, Ed, S,, s.t. (H, A,, Ed, S,) is an 
H-algebra; moreover, VA E Obj(&), V’ ge Hom,(H, A), the product f. g 
in group Hom,(H, A) is pA (fu g) A,, just as we have defined above. 
Choose A=HuH. i:‘:H+HuH and if:H+HuH are two 
homomorphisms that occur in coproduct (HI-I H, i i2, ii”). 
Define A,=ii2.ii2 in group Hom,(H, H u H). 
Choose A = k; define .sH = the unit of the group Horn, (H, k). 
Choose A = H; define S, = the inverse of 1 H in group Horn, (H, H). 
To prove that (H, A, E, S) is an H-algebra, we examine the following 
three equations: 
(LY) (luA)A=(Aul)A 
= (i:,2,31). (i,, 1.(23)~) = iy,3 . (i;;y)“(i;‘i;‘)) 
= i132,3 . i 1(23)i23 
1 (23) 2 
. (it$y)i:3) 
= i13233 
1 
. (i:,2.3. i:,2,3) = ii,233 . i:,2,3 . i:,2,3 
and (Aul)A=i~*293vi:,233.i$2s3 too, so (luA)A=(Aul)A. 
(/I) (lu~)A=l=(~ul)A 
Since E is the unit of Hom,(H, k), then i2c= Hom(H, i2)(.s) is the unit 
of Hom,(H, H). It follows that 1 . i2c = 1 and (1 u E) A = 1. Similarly, 
(cul)A=l. 
Therefore, ( 1 u E) A = 1 = (E u 1) A. 
(y) p(SLJ1) =?jY=~(lUS)A 
~(Sul)A=~(S~l)(i~~i~~)=(~(Sul)i~~).(~(Sul)i~~) 
=(~i,S).(~i,l)=(lS).l=S.l=unit=~e. 
Likewise, u( 1 u S) A = rp. 
Consequently, p(S u 1 )A = VE = p( 1 u S) A. 
Thus we prove that (H, A, E, S) is an H-algebra. 
Moreover, VA g E Hom,(H, A), Af u g) A = p(f u g)(ii2i:‘) = 
(~(.fug)i:~)-(p(fu g)i:2)=(piIf).(pi2g)=feg,f-l =fS and VE is the 
unit of Hom,(H, A). 1 
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All H-algebras form a category in a natural way. We define this category 
to be 2-d. 
&Hzf = &H,> sHzf =fSH,}- 
Note. X-d is a subcategory of d. There are two non-isomorphic 
H-algebras which are isomorphic to each other as objects in d. 
All functors from d to Qh form a category in a natural way. We denote 
this category to be 9-d. 
In Q-d, VI;, , F, E Obj(B-d), 
Horn ,,-,,(F,, F2) = {all natural transformations from F, to F,}. 
THEOREM 3.3. (X-SQ’~ is a subcategory of ‘9-d; i.e., H + Hom,(H, .) 
is a faithful and full contravariant functor from 2-d to G&G/. 
Proof: In order to demonstrate that F: H + Hom,(H, .) is a faithful 
and full contravariant functor, the following three steps are given: 
(a) F: H + Hom,(H, .) is a contravariant functor. 
By Theorem 3.2, VHE Obj(%‘-d), Vf E Horn,-,(H,, Hz), VA E Obj(d), 
define F(f): Hom,(H,, A) + Hom,(H,, A) as 
F(f):g-gf VgEHom,(H2,A). 
As a consequence, 
I;(f)(g,.g,)=(g,.g,)f=~(g,ug*)df=~(g,ug,)(fuf)d 
= Aglf u gzf) A = (glf )(g,f I= V’(f )(gl). V’(f )(gz)). 
Thus, F is a contravariant functor. 
(B) F is faithful. 
If fi9 f2 E Hom(H,, HA, and fi Zf2, then F(fd(l,,) =fi #fi = 
F(f2)( 1,); i.e., F(fi) # F(fi). This shows that F is faithful. 
(y) F is full. 
Far any natural transformation {rA IA E Obj(&)} from Hom,(H,, .) to 
Horn, (H, , . ), we must find f~ Horn,-, (H, , Hz), s.t. F(f) = { zA 1 A E 
Obj(&)}: 
kEHom,Vl, A,), VhEHom,(H,, A,), g(z,,(h))=z,,(gh). 
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First choose A, = H, and h = lHz. We define ~~~(1,~) = 
f~Hom,W,, HA, then gf=~,,(g), kEHom,(H2, Ad. 
(fuf) AH, = (fuf) PHluH,(ipl ui?) AH, 
=~~~~~JfufUfuf)(i? u i,“l) AH, 
=P H2uHZ(i?fU i?f) AH, 
= PH2uH2(iYfU i?f) AHI = (i?f) .(ir’f) 
=~~~(i~Iz).~“*(i~)=~~~(i~.i~) 
= b*(AH*) = AH*f 
&Hz = I]kEH2 = Zk(qkEH,) = tlk&H,f = &H,f 
sH,f~f=~(sH~fuf)d=~(SH~ul)(fuf)d 
=~(S,ul)df=~&f=~&=fS,;f: 
so &Izf =fSH,' 
Therefore fEHom,-,(H,, Hz). Finally F(f)= {rAIA~Obj(d)}. 1 
The results regarding commutative Hopf algebras given in Theorem 2.1 
have been generalized to H-algebras in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf H is an H-algebra of d, then 
(1) P(sus)=sP; 
(2) AS=t,,(SuS)A; 
(3) ES=&; 
(4) s2=1. 
Prooj (1) Since S is an algebra homomorphism, p(S u S) = S/L, by 
Proposition 2.1(4). 
(4) By Theorem 3.2, AS= A-’ in group Hom,(H, Hu H). 
In order to prove AS = tlz(S u S) A, we must first prove z,,(S u S) A = 
A-‘, as follows: 
(~,,(su S) A) .A 
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=~~nu~~((S~l)~(S~f))(Au(lu1))~~2,3)(A~l)A 
= C(PH(SU l)A)u (PH(SU 1111 ~w,k’ I-I 1) A 
= (wu~n(Su 1)) ~&Au 1) A 
=(?~~~(SU~))~~~~~)(~UEU~)(AU~)A 
=(v&udSul))A 
=p,,(Su 1) A=~E. 
Therefore r,,(Su S) A = A-’ = AS. 
(3) ES = E- ’ = E in group Horn, (H, k), by Theorem 3.2. 
(4) S2=SS=S-1=l, by Theorem3.2. 1 
In particular, if d = %ukaatf,, H-algebras become commutative Hopf 
algebras. In the next section, we will see there exist many H-algebras of 
~$Q. 
4. H-ALGEBRAS ARISING FROM COALGEBRAS 
In this section, we assume d = the algebraic subcategory of JZ?/~,. 
We define functors from J&P, to BS by using coalgebras as follows. 
Let (C, qc) be any k-coalgebra with fixed a group-like element. 
VA E sA$Q, define Conv((C, qc), A) = {f: k-linear map If(v],) = the unit 
of A}. 
%g~Conv((C,vl~),A), f*g=m(f@g)A,, Conv((C,q,),A) is a 
semigroup with the product * and the unit qae,. 
Define G (C, ,JA) = {f E Conv((C ?C), A) I%, f * g = g * f = VA&C, i.e., f 
is invertible}. 
~OPOSITION4.1. Gcc,q,: A + Gee,,,,(A) is a functor d”, to Ya, for any 
(C, vc) E ObjW~awgd. 
Proof VA E Obj(&&,), G,,,,,(A) is a group by definition. 
VBE Obj(&“,), Vh: A + B, Vf e Gee,,,,(A), (hf )-’ = hf -’ in G,,,,,(B). 
It follows that G cc,Jh): f + hf, which proves that Gcctlc, is a functor 
from J#+, to 9%. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. (C, qc) + Gee,,,, is a faithful contravariant functor 
from Vuawgk to S-d/e,,. 
By Theorem 3.2, an H-algebra H can be a functor from & to 5%. The 
question about the relationship between H-algebras of A!‘, and coalgebras 
arises. We have the following result. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Assume d = J&T”,. V(C, q) E Obj(%‘oaqk), there exists 
a unique (up to isomorphisms) Hcc,,, E Obj(S-&‘yk), s.t. Gcc,,,( .) z 
HoFd&z,wc.,,~ .). Moreover, (C, q) + H(,,,, is a faithful and full functor 
from Wuawgk to X-d&,. 
In other words, %uawgk is a full subcategory of Z’-d~y,. 
Proof. We prove this theorem in the following three steps: 
Step 1. Construct H,,,, and prove that H(,-,, is a H-algebra. 
Define Hfc,tl, = k(COC)/(R), where C=Cas vector spaces, k(C@c) 
is the free algebra generated by the vector space CQ C and (R) is the ideal 
generated by the following relations: 
v = 1; E(U) = C c~~,~u~~~ = C u~,++~), where a E C, Aa = C a(r)@ a(*) and 
a(l), q2, are elements in C, according to a(,, and a(,). 
Comultiplication A,: H(,,,, -+ H(,-,, I-I Hcc,v, is defined by 
AH(a) =I idad i2(ad VaEC; 
We check to see that 
(a) A(?- l)=O 
A(?-l)=i,(q)i,(q)-l=i,(l)i,(l)-l=l-l=O. 
U-9 At&(a) -C &,q,,) = A(4U) - C q,~r5~2~) = 0 
= 4~) -1 i2(&) E(U(23J i2(ad 
= E(a) - 1 &(a& i,(U(,,) =E(a) - i,(E(a)) 
= E(U) -E(U) = 0. 
Similarly, A(E(u) - 1 a~,&J = 0. 
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(y) (Aul)A=(luA)A 
VUEC, (Aul)Au 
Similarly, (A u 1) AC = (1 u A) Ai& Vti E t?. 
Consequently, (Aul)A=(luA)A, since (Aul)A and (1uA)A are 
algebra homomorphisms. 
Co-unit Ed: H(,,,, + k is defined by Ed = E&U) and E~(@ = ~~(a). 
We verify that 
(a) EHh- l)=O 
(8) &H(E(U) -c +q2)) = &*(4U) - c q@(2)) = 0 
&H 4u) -c a(,,&, 
> 
= da) - 1 EH(“(l)) EH(z(Z)) 
= E(U) - 1 dU(1)) 4q2J = 0. 
(y) (~~ul)A=(lu~~)A=l 
(EffU1)Aa=(EH”l) 
> 
= i;(u) = a. 
For the same reason, (1 u E*) Au = a and (E, u 1) Asi = ci = (1 u .zH) AE 
Thus (Ed u 1) A = 1 = (1 u E) A, because they are algebra homo- 
morphisms. 
Antipode S,: H,,,) + HtC,qj is defined by 
S,(a)=‘i, S,(&)=b, VUEC, 6EC. 
We need to check that: 
s,(q-l)=f-l=o. 
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(p) S,(E(U) -c q,)q,)) = S&(a) - c ql)q*)) =o 
SH E(U) -c~~l,~~2, ( ) = E(U) - 1 G(l)) S(q2,) 
= E(Q) -c U(l)&) = 0. 
Likewise, S,(s(u) - 1 a(,)a(,)) = 0. 
(Y) ~H(SHUf)AH=~H(lUSH)AH=~H&H 
= pfj 1 il(ql)) iz(q2,)) = PH c il(41,) U(2) 
= E(U) = qf$ff(u). 
Equivalently, ~H(SH~1)dH8=~H~H(CI), ,~~(luS,)d,(u)=~,,s~(u), 
and ~1~(1uS~)d”((?)=~~~~(a). Hence pH(SHul) A,=pH(luSH) A,, 
= qHsH, since they are all algebra homomorphisms. 
Consequently, by demonstrating that H(,,,, is an H-algebra, we have 
proved step 1. 
Step 2. Prove Gcc,V,( .) = Hom,+,(H,,,,,.) and H(,,,, is unique up to 
isomorphisms. 
VA E Obj(&&), define a map rA from Hom,tp,(Ho,,, A) to G,,,,(A) 
as follows: 
=~f(q,,Lf(q*,) =f@(l&,) 
=f(&(u)) = E(U) = rjE(U) 
=fSlc *flc(a). 
Hence fl;’ = fSlc and flc E G,,,,(A). Thus rA is a map from 
Homdt~kt(H~c,,~~ 4 to %,,(A). 
In order to show that {rA 1 A E Obj(zQ,)} is a natural isomorphism, we 
need to verify the following: 
(a) IA is injective. 
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(fiIc)-‘=(f21c)-‘=fzSJc. It follows that fiIc=f21c. Since Hcc,s, is 
generated by CO C, then fi = f2 and 7A is injective. 
(B) zA is surjective. 
VgE G,,,,(A), definefe Homdf9, ((C, rt), A), s.t.flc=g,fSlc= g-l. 
Obviously, zA (f) = g. Hence zA is surjective. 
(y) zA is group homomorphism. 
VUE CT TA(fi .f*)(a) 
Hence dfI -fd=dfJ * Ufd. 
Thus zA is a group homomorphism. 
(a) (p) (y) proved that VA E Obj(&‘Z&), zA is a group isomorphism. 
(4 h I A E WW%d is a natural transformation. 
VA, B E Obj(&&), Vh: A + B, consider %,Jh) G and 
G HomddB,W~c.,,,~ 4. 
~ffHomJBLgkVkv~~ 4, %,,jW Uf) 
=G,,,,(h)(f Ic)= h(f lc) 
=(hf)lc=~,(hf) 
=M-Io~~~J~~,~~~ h)(f)). 
Hence G,,,,(h) rA = 7B Homd19,Wcc,,,, h) and {zA I A E W(sBegd) is a 
natural transformation. 
Now we know that Hom,t9,(Hc,,,,, .) E G(,,,,. 
Suppose Hom,&H,, .) z Horndt9, (Hz,.) and 7= {7AIAEObj(dt!gk)} 
is the natural isomorphism from Hom,+,(Hi, -) to Hom,t9k(H2, e). 
Define h=z,,(l,,)oHom(H,, H,), I=z;,‘(l,,)EHom(H,, H,). By the 
properties of a natural isomorphism, 
lh = Hom(H,, I)(h) = Hom(H,, I) ~~~(1~~) 
=7 HzHom(H,,z)(1H,)=7H,(l)=1H,. 
hl=h(7&‘(lH2))=Hom(H,h)7&‘(lH,) 
=7;,1(Hom(H,, h))(l,,)=7;,‘(h)= l,,. 
Now we at least have proved that h is an algebraic isomorphism. 
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In order to prove that h is an H-algebraic isomorphism, we check to see 
the following equations are true: 
(a) A,,h=WW,, 
AH,~=~H,~H~(AH,)=zH,UH~(~~~~) 
= CT H,uH,iy’). (THIUH$) = (i7’h). (i?‘h) 
=((huh)i~).((huh)i~)=(huh)(i~-ii) 
=(huh) A,,. 
(b) &Hlh = EH, 
&Hlh = Tk(EH,) =&Hz. 
(I’) SH,h = hs, 
S,,h=T,,(l,‘)=(T,,(l,,))-‘=h-‘=hS,,. 
Hence H, z H, as H-algebras. 
In particular, if HomdL9,(H, .) z Gcc,,l, z Hom,t9k(Ho,,, .), then 
H= Ho,,. In other words, H(,,,, is unique up to isomorphisms. 
We have just finished step 2. 
Step 3. F: (C II) -+ Hcc.,, is a faithful and full functor. Naturally, we 
have defined a functor F from Woamgk to X-J&&. 
V(C, rl) E Obj(%uaatugk), F(C, q) = Hcc,tll, defined by 
F(q)(a)=q(a), V~EC, F(q)(ii)=q(a), VZEC. 
We only need to check: 
(a) F is faithful. 
ql, q2: (CT v) -, V4 rl), if Ftql) = F(qA then ql(a) = F(q,)(a) = 
F(q,)(u) = q,(u). Hence F is faithful. 
(/I) F is full. 
Obvious from Corollary 5.5. (See Section 5). 
Finally we have finished step 3 and proved the theorem. 1 
If i: (C, VI) 4 Hcc,,l, is the inclusion, then iEGcc,tlj(Hcc,,,). We have 
following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 2.4. (H,,,,, i) has following universal property: VA E 
WW&d vf~conv((C, ~1, A) is invertible, there exists a unique 
homomorphism3c Hom,eBt(Hcc,V), A) s.t. f =fi. 
Proof Obvious, by Theorem 4.1. 1 
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Let d be a variety of k-algebras. Define HE,,, = H(,,,/(Z), ideal (I) = 
fl Per flfE Hom,&&,,, A), VA E ObjW’)}; so H$,vJ~ Objb’) and 
Horn, W$,,,, A) = Homd,,k(Ht,,,,, A) = {fe conv((C, r), A) If is inver- 
tible }. Therefore H$,V, is an H-algebra of d. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (H$,,,, i) has the following universal property: 
VA l Obj(&), Vf Econv((C, q), A) is invertible, there exists a unique 
homomorphism f~ Hom,(H$,,,, A) s.t. f =$. 
Proof: Obvious. 1 
Because of the above corollaries, sometimes H(,,,, is called a free 
H-algebra over (C, q). 
Let I be any algebraic subcategory of J&&; d is said to have the 
tensor product property, if VA, BE Obj(d), A Ok BE Obj(d). 
If d has the tensor product property, then VA, BE Obj(d) there exists 
a unique homomorphism R,,,. *AuB+AQB, s.t. Ri,=i, and Ri,=iz, 
where il(a) = a @ 1, Vu E A, i2(b) = 1 @ b, Vb E B. 
Easily, the homomorphism R has the following properties: 
(i) If Al, AZ, B,, B, E Obj(&), f: AI + A,, g: B, + B,, then 
R,&fi ufd = (fi OfA R,,,,. 
(j) If AI, AZ, A,~obj(sQ), then there exists a unique homo- 
morphism RAIAZA, : Al u A, u A, + A, @ A, @ A, s.t. R,,,,,.,,i’~*~’ = ifS2S3, 
j= 1, 2, 3, where i:,2,3 (a,)=a,@l@l, Va,EA,; i$2*3(a,)=1@a2@1, 
Va2~A2; i$2’3(a3)=1@1@a,, Va3EA3. 
R AIAzA~ =R AIC~ALAJ(~AIAZ ~~)=RA,,A~~A~(~URA~A~) 
=tzR A~,A,@AA~(~ ‘-‘RA,,A,) z; = t1 @RA,,A,) R~,,~2~~3 
=(R~~,~~01)R~,uAZ,~J=Z~(1~R~,,~,)R~2,~,u~~Z;;. 
where ‘E:AlQA2@A3+A2QA,QA3; T;:A,uA,uA,+A,u 
A,uA,. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  d has the tensor product property, then any H-algebra 
B of d is a bialgebra. Moreover, if B is a Hopf algebra, then there exists 
an algebraic homomorphism P,: HCB,rl) --, B, s.t. P,i, = l,, where HCa,,, is 
the H-algebra arising from coalgebra (9, q), and i,: (B, q) + HtB,q, is the 
inclusion and q is the unit of B. 
ProoJ: Let (B, A, E, S) be an H-algebra of &‘. 
Define 2 = R,,,A; we check the following to prove that (B, 2, E) is a 
bialgebra. 
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(a) (a@l)a=(l@a)a. 
(a~l,a=(R,,AOl)R,,A=(R,,Ol)(AOl)R,,A 
=(R,.,~~)R,,,,,(Au~)A=R,,B(Au l)A 
=R .,.,,(luA)A=(l@J)a. 
(/3) (l@&)a=l=(&@l)~. 
(y) J is an algebraic homomorphism. 
Since A and R,, are algebraic homomorphisms, a= R,,,A is an 
algebraic homomorphism. 
Therefore (R, J, E) is a bialgebra. 
Obvious, the unit q of B is a group-like element of coalgebra (B, 2, E). 
The identity map 1, E Conv( (B, q), B), where the first (B, q) is regarded as 
a coalgebra with fixed group-like element q and the second B is regarded 
as an algebra. If B is a Hopf algebra, the 1, is invertible, the inverse of 1, 
is SB (antipode of Hopf algebra B). 
By Corollary 4.2, there exists a unique algebraic homomorphism P,: 
H cB,9j + B, s.t. PsiB= 1,. 1 
Before concluding this section, we give some examples: 
EXAMPLE 4.1. If C = kq, then H(,,,, = k. A, E, and S are all trivial, 
EXAMPLE 4.2. If C= kq + kx and Ax and Ax = q Ox + x0?, then 
H (c,tlJ = k[x]. Homomorphisms are defined as follows: 
A: x + i,(x) + iAx), ‘V(x) E kCx1, AU(x)) =f(i,(x) + i*(x)) 
E: x -, 0, MX)E kCx1, U(X)) =f(O) 
S: x + -x, V’(x)e k[x], S(f(x)) =f( -x). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. If C=kg@kx, Ax=x@x, then Ho,,=k[x,x-‘1, 
A: x + iI i*(x), x-l + i,(x-‘) i,(x-‘); 
E: x+ 1, x-l + 1; 
s:x+x-‘, x-l-bx. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. C = M,(k) @ ky, where M,(k) = @ ; kxii, Ax, = C xik @ 
xkj, &(x,j) = 6,. 
k(x,, y, 1 i, j = 1, 2, . . . . n) 
Hc2q)= bjLn(YijLxn= (~,),x.= (Yt&x”wwJ’ 
A: Xv + c htxik) iz(Xkjh Yo + c h(Yik) il(Ykj)i 
k k 
EL xii + 6,, y, + 6,; 
s:xii+ yy, yii+xii 
For any algebra A, 
Homd+Wo,,, A) = {(a,hxn E M,(A) I (a,),,, is invertible}. 
In the next SeCtiOn we Will fOCUS on H-algebras Of Category d&k. 
5. H-ALGEBRAS OF THE CATEGORY OF ALL k-ALGEBRAS 
In the section we fix d = &&&. 
First of all, let us construct the coproduct of two algebras A and B in 
&&!&. We assume that A and B have augmentations, i.e., 3 algebraic 
homomorphisms sA : A + k, es: B + k. (For example, the co-unit of an 
H-algebra is an augmentation). Let IA = ker sA, I, = ker sB; then A/Z, = k, 
BII,=k, Z;cZA, Z:,cZ,. 
Let @,, = ((n,, n2, n3, . . . . n,)lkEN, n,E {1,2}, j= 1,2, . . . . k, nj#nj+,, 
Vj= l,..., k- l}. If O=(nl, n2, . . . . nk), define Z(6) =length of 8= k. For 
example, if e=(l) or O=(2), then Z(O)=& 13=(1,2) or 8=(2, l), then 
r(e) = 2. 
If 8=(ni,$ )...) nk_i,l)E@i2, then (ni,n, ,..., nk-i,1,2)E@i2. We 
write (8, 2) = (ni, n2, . . . . nk- 1, 1, 2). 
Similarly, if 8=(n1 )...) nkP1,2), then (ni,& )...) nkP1,2, l)E@i2. We 
write (e, 1) = (n,, . . . . nkel, 2, 1). 
More generally, v8 = (ni, . . . . nk), Cp = (mi, . . . . m,) E @r2, if nk #ml, We say 
that 8 and cp are disjoint, and we write 8 A cp = 0. In this case, we define 
(6, q) = h? . . . . nk, ml9 . . . . d7 (4 44 E Q,~. 
If nk = m,, we write 8 A cp = {nk} = {m,}, and define 
CG+l=( nl, . . . . nk- 1, nk, m2T . . . . ml) 
= (n ,, . . . . nk-l, ml, “2, . . . . w), 62) E @,2. 
I f  8 A cp = 0, we write (c) = (e, cp) as well. 
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VB E @i2, define Ze, by induction on Z(O), as follows: Z(O) = 1, 8 = (1) or 
8 = (2), define Z(l) = IA, I(*) = Z,. 
If (0, l)~@,,, define Z’e,l)=Ze@Z(l). 
If (0, 2) E @i2, define Z”,*’ = Ze @ I(*). 
Clearly, if (0, cp) E Q12, then I(‘-+‘) = I0 @ IV. 
Define m,=m,~,,,,,:Z,~Z,=Z~‘~~Z~‘~~Z,=Z~’~; 
where mA and m, are ordinary multiplications of A and B, respectively. 
Since mA and m, are associative bilinear maps, m, and m2 are associative 
bilinear maps. 
Define &i2 = @I* u (4). Naturally, we assign I4 = k and (G) = 0 = 
6%. 
W, cp E d12, we define m(tI, cp): Ze @ IV -+ ZceG) as follows: 
For 8 = 125 of cp = @, define m(O, rp) = l,&, since ZegZ@’ = Z(OG). 
For 8, wj12, and 0 A cp = 0, (so (c) = (0, cp) and Z(e-qp) = iegZq), 
define m(6, cp) = 1 ,(8,qp). 
For8,cpE@i2,eAq={(n},(n=10rn=2). 
Assume 8 = (O’, n), cp = (n, cp’), then (G) = ((7, n, cp’); in this case we 
define m(6’, cp) = 1 IV @ m, @ 1,“‘. 
Now we can define the coproduct of A and B. 
Define C= eeEQLZ I’. Easily, C Q C = @ e, ~ E &,* Ze Q IV. 
Multiplication m,: CQ C + C is defined by m,l IBBfcp = m(6, q). 
THEOREM 5.1. (1) (C, m,, qC) is a k-algebra, where qC: k- 
I” - c. 
(2) (C, i, , i2) is the coproduct of A and B, where 
i,: A=k@Z, 2 Z”@Z”’ t c 
i,: B=k@Z, a Z”@Z’2’ c c. 
Proof: (1) We must verify the associative law and unitary property. 
Since m, is bilinear, we only need to check 
VaEZ’, bEZq, CEZ@, 
For the sake of simplicity, we list the following cases: 
(12) O=@orcp=(aor$=@. 
This is easy. For example, 8 = 0, auk, m,(m,@ l)(a@b@c) = 
m,(ab Q c) = m(cp, ICl)(ab 0 c) and d(l 0 mc)(a 8 b 0 c) = m& Q 
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(6) 8 A cp = 0, cp A $ = {n}. (The proof is omitted.) 
(E) 9 A cp = {m}, cp A ij = {n>. (The proof is omitted.) 
The unitary property m,(l@rj,)= l,=m,(l@q,) is obvious. 
Therefore (C, m,, qc) is a k-algbra. 
(2) Since mCI(k~l(l))~(k~l(l))=mA, and mcI(k~1(2))~(k~1(2))=mB, ll 
and i2 are algebraic homomorphisms. We need to prove that (C, ii, i2) has 
the universal property. 
Suppose f, : A + D and f2 : B + D are two algebraic homomorphisms; 
define I;: C--f D as follows: 
(a) FI,#=tj,, Z”=k, q,:k+D. 
(P) tJeE@l*Y if u,@~~@u,@~, ..- EZ~, where a,, u2 ... EZ(‘), 
E zC2’ 
;&f;f,;b,) . . I. 
then define F(ul 0 b, 8 u2 C3 b, ..a) = fi(u,) f2(bl) 
If 6, @ a, @b, @ u2 ... E IV, where a,, u2 ... E Z(l), 
zw 
;;;bf;/l(u2) . . . . 
then define F(b, 0 a, C3 b2 0 u2 ...) = f2(b1) fi(al) 
It is easy to see F is an algebraic homomorphism. By definition of F, 
Fi, = fi , and Fi2 = f2. F is unique because C is generated by i,(A) u i2(B). 
Therefore (C, i,, i2) is the coproduct of A and B. 1 
Note. k@Z(‘)@Z(2)@Z(21) = k~Z(1)~Z’2’~Z’1’~Z’2’ = (k@Z”‘)@ 
(k @ Zc2)) z A 8 B as k-vector spaces. 
vem,, define ~~(0) =number of l’s in 8, p2(6) =number of 2’s in 8. 
Clearly, PA@ + p2U3 = 40 and Ipd@ - p2Wl G 1. 
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VUEAUB, define Z(a)=max(Z(8)jae#0}, p1(a)=max(p,(8)/ae#O), 
~~(4 = maxb2W I ae z 01. 
ver; ,“,l*icn{,‘“:;p”*7 n39 ...3 ns)lsE N, niE {l, 2, 3}, ni#nj+,l, .  vi}, 
1, 9q.3 s 
,23. Define Z(e) =s, pi(e) = number of 1 s m 8, 
~~(0) = number of 2’s in 0, p,(0) = number of 3’s in 8. 
Clearly, ~0) + p,(e) + p3w = z(e). 
Define 6 123 = @123” {dl. 
Suppose A,, A,, A 3 are three k-algebras with augmentations, Z, D Ai are 
augmentation ideals, s.t. Ai/Zi = k, Vi = 1, 2, 3. 
Then AIuA2uA3= @8ed,23ZB, where Z”=k, Is= @n,,sZn,. 
(For example, Z ‘2’3’2’1’=Z*~Z3~Z*~Z~.) 
Vu E A i u A2 u A,, a can be uniquely expressed as 
a = ,b + a(‘) + a(*) + ($3) + . . . . 
VUEA~I-IA~UA~, define 
Z(a)=max{l(8)(usfO}, 
pl(u)=max{pl(e)IueZO}, 
~~(4 = m+,(e) I ae # O>, 
P,@) = max{p,W Ia’ z 01. 
Similarly, if A,, A,, A,, A, are algebras with augmentations, then 
We use this coproduct structure to prove some results about H-algebras 
of &&. 
Let H be an H-algebra and E be the counit, I= ker E. By Theorem 5.1, 
HUH= @ Ze 
eEdt2 
=k~Z(‘)~Z(*)~Z(‘*)~Z(*‘)~ . . . . 
We can see that k 0 Z(l) = i,(H) and k @ I(*) = i,(H). 
VUEHUH, ~~~“+~(1)+u’2’+u’12’+u(21)+ . . . . 
u” E I4 = k, a(‘) E Z(*) E ii(Z), a(*) E I(*) E i*(Z), etc. 
If a(‘) = ii(x) we write a (l)= x’; if a(*)= i*(y), we write a(‘)= y* (In this 
case, x1 does not mean x, and y* does not mean yy). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (1) IfxeZcH, then 
Ax = x1 + x2 + (Ax)(“) + (Ax)(“) + . . . . 
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(2) ZfxeH, x=k+y, ye4 then 
Ax=k+Ay=k+y’+y2+ ... . 
Proof. (1) AXEHUH, then 
Ax= (Ax)‘+ (Ax)“‘+ (Ax)@‘+ (Ax)“~‘+ (A)(21’+ ... 
(Ax)’ = (E u e)(Ax) = E( (1 u E) Ax) = E(X) = 0. 
Let (Ax)(‘) = y’, (AX)(~) = z2 then 9 
y= (1 LIE) Ax-(Ax)‘=x, and Z=(EU 1) Ax-(Ax)‘=x. 
Therefore (1) is proved. 
(2) is obvious. 1 
Define C(H) = { xEk@z(1)@z(2)@z(12)= iI(H) i2W)l. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (1) (C(H), AICtHj, E 1 C(HJ is a k-algebra. 
(2) S(C(H))={XEH~A~E~@Z(‘)@Z(~)@Z(~‘)=~~(H)~~(H)} and 
SI C(H): C(H) + s(wo) is a coalgebraic anti-isomorphism. 
(3) Zf h: H, --t H, is an H-algebraic homomorphism, then 
h( C(H)) E C( H,) and h ( C(Hj : C( H,) + C( H,) is a coalgebra homomorphism. 
Proof (1) Let C=C(H), A.=A(.(,,, .+=EJ~(~); we need to prove 
the following: 
(a) A,CGC@C. 
First kc C, so C is not empty. 
Vu E C, a = k + x, x E C n Z= C n ker E, k = e(a). By Proposition 5.1, 
We can assume that {xi} are linearly independent, { yi> are linearly 
independent. 
x1+x2+~x;@yyf 
> 
+x’+~(Axi’) 
@ y! E z(l) + z(2) + pw + z(3) + 
I 
1 p%3) = VI. 
ece12 
(luA)Ax=x’+ x3+x3+~x;@yy! 
> 
+Xx; 
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Hence(dul)dx=(lud)dx~V1nVz. 
Easily v, n v2 = ~(1) + p2) + l(3) + ~(12) + 1~23) + p3) + p23). 
Since iyi} are linearly independent, then Ax,’ E Z(l) + Zc2’ + Z(12). 
Since {.q} are linearly independent, then dy? E Zc2) + Zc3) + Z’23’. 
Hence all xi, yi E C(H). 
(7) (10&C)Ac=((lu&)A)lc=1HIC=1C=(&COl)Ac. 
Therefore (C, A,, Ed) is a k-coalgebra. 
(2) Since AS=T,,SUSA, then S(C(H))={XEHIAXE~@Z(‘)@ 
p @p” = i,(H) h(W). 
In the same way we showed in (l), S(C(H)) is a coalgebra. 
~cSI,=(~S)I.=(~,,S~S~)I.=~,,SI.~SI.~.. 
Therefore S: C(H) + SC(H) is an anti-isomorphism. 
(3) If h: H, + H, is an H-algebraic homomorphism, Va E C(H), 
Aa=~(a)+x~+x~+~x;y;, for some xel, 
A(h(u)) = (h U h)(Aa) = E(U) + h(X)’ + h(X)2 + C h(Xi)’ h(yi)2. 
Hence h(u) E C(H,) and clearly hl C(H,j is a coalgebra homomorphism 
from C(H,) to C(H,). h 
PROPOSITION 5.3. H is an H-algebra, I= ker E. 
(1) VueZBo, brzZ‘+‘O, O,,, qo~O12, 8,#cp, then 
{eE~1231((1Ud)a)e#0),(~~~1231((1Ud)b)cp#0)#0er, 
{eE~,231((Au1)a)e#O}n(~E~1231((dU1)b)cP#0)=0. 
(2) Z~UEHUH, thenp,((luA)u)=p,(u),p3((Au1)u)=P2(u). 
(3) Let CEZ’, say C=Ci ... ~:~yf,x~,y~, ... . 
Zfpl(6) = k undp,((A u 1) C) = n, then p,(Ax,) < n + 1 -k, Vj, i. 
IfpI( andp,((l u A) C)=m, then p2(Ayji)<m+ 1 -I, Vj, i. 
Proof: Easy (omitted). i 
Vu E H u H, let L(u) = { 8 E @I2 I ue # 0 and r(0) is maximal}. 
Write C,=C(H)nZ, C,=S(C(H))nZ. 
F~OP~SITION 5.4. Let 0~ L(Ax), (Ax)‘=C . . . xiiyyi . . . xki& . . . ; 
then p 1 (AX,) = 1, Vj, i; p2( Ay,,) = 1, Vj, i. Moreover, 
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(1) zj(Ax)O=Cx:iJJ;i -.., then xuEC,; 
(2) If(Ax)‘=C yT,xf, -.., then yli~Co; 
(3) Zf(Ax)‘=C .-.y2xLi, then xki~CO; 
(4) Zf(Ax)‘=C ... x’J&, then yki~C,,. 
Proof: Let p,(e)=k,, p,(e)= k,. We can assume that k, 2 k,. Hence 
PIW) = k, - 
ByProposition5.3(2),p,((lud)dx)=p,(dx)=k,,sop((dul)dx)=k,. 
By Proposition 5.3(3), p,(dxji) < k, + 1 - kl < 1, hence p,(dxjJ = 1, Vj, i. 
If k, = kZ, then, p,(dyji) = 1, Vj, i, for the same reason. 
If k, = k2 + 1, then 8 = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, . . . . 2, 1 ), 
Vcp E @23, p,(q) 2 2. Let (p = (1, cp, 1, 3, 1, 3, . . . . 3, 1) s.t. pi(@) = k,. 
Consider ((dul)dx)‘p=((luA)Ax)‘p. 
Clearly, ((A u 1) Ax)” = 0, 
hence, (( 1 u A) yTi)(p = 0; as a consequence, pz(dyii) < 1. 
Similarly, p,(dyji) = 1, Vj, i. 
Proofs of (1 ), (2), (3), and (4) are almost the same. We choose (1) as an 
example. 
Let eel, e=(i,e,); (PE@~*, cp=(..-,2,1, . ..). 
Define @ = (40~3, L3, 1, . ..I= 6% &J, s.t. pd&) = i&J, P&J = pt(e& 
P*u4l) = 0. 
Consider ((A u 1) Ax)@ = (( 1 u A) Ax)*. 
((A U 1) dX)@=C (dxii)’ y~ix~iy& “‘9 ((1 ud)dx)@=0, 
then (dxiJ@’ = 0. This means X,~E Co, Vi. [ 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let H be an H-algebra of d/g,. Zf C(H) = k, then 
H=k. 
Proof. If H # k, then there exists on element x E H, s.t. L(dx) # 0, by 
proposition 5.4( 1 ), xii E Co. Therefore C, # { 0} and C(H) #k. 1 
PR~P~wI-I~N 5.5. C,nC,C,=C,nC,C,=C,nCC,C,=C,nC,C,= 
{Oh 
Proof: IfyEcOnc,C,,y#O, theny=C;=,yixi,yiECO, x~EC,,. 
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We can assume k @ Cy= i kxi is a subcoalgebra of C and {xi> are linearly 
independent. Write Axi = xi’ + xf + C [,f, J xjxy, as in Proposition 2.5. 
Apply A on y=Cl=i yixi, we obtain 
y1 + y2 + (AJJ)‘~” 
i= 1 i= 1 i=l 
+ C (AY~)‘~~) X; + C (Ayi)(2i) C 
Hence, XI= I yi(xf + C [,f,] xjx:) = 0. 
Since {xt} are linearly independent, 
Consequently, 
= y,, Vk. 
y = C yixi = 0, contradiction. Therefore Co n is, Co = {O}. 
Likewise, ~~nCC,~,=C,nCoCo=ConC,C,={O}. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. C(+,,) = C. 
ProojI First we prove C c C(H,,,,). 
If UEC, A,a=~~~~,@q,,, then 
Hence, a E C(H,,,,). Therefore Cc C(H,,,,). 
Conversely, let UE C(H,,,,), say a = k + x, x E C(H,,,) n I. We will 
prove XEC, so u=k+x=kq+xeC. 
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Since x E Z, x can be expressed as x = C gixi + C hjji, where Xi E C n Z, 
yi E Cn Z. By definition of H (c,q), Yi+.,fi+C.Pkjxj=O, SO X=C~=lfiXi, 
where X~E Cn Z andfiE H. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
{xi>:= i are linearly independent and k + C;= 1 kxi is a subcoalgebra of C. 
By Proposition 2.5, dxi = xi + x2 + C Cjik] x,! xi. 
Consider Ax = x1= I Ax. Axi, Ax = x1 + i2 + (Ax)‘*. 
(Ah)’ 
)( 
xi’+xf+C L,;] xjx:). 
Let L = (0 E @i2 /3(A# # 0 and Z(0) is maximal}. If (0’, 2) EL, consider 
(Ax) (e’,2,1) = (C;= 1 Afi Ax,)(~‘*~*~). 
0 = (Ax)@‘,*.‘) = C (Af)(“~*) x!, then (Af) (“T*) = 0, Vi. Contradiction. 
If (cp’, 1)~ L and I($)> 1, consider (Ax)(~‘T~)= (C Afi Ax~)(+“‘~). 
0 = (Ax)(@,‘) = C (Af#@*‘) xi’ + C (Ah)@ xi’. 
By Proposition 5.4, C ( Afi)(‘p’9 ‘) E . . . @ Z(*) @ c(H), then C (Afi)‘@s ‘) xi E 
. . . I(*) 8 c(H) C(H). Clearly, z ( Asi)’ xi’ E . . - Z(*) @ C(H). 
By Proposition 5.5, C(H) n C(H)C(H) = (0). 
Hence 0 = C (Afi)‘+“* ‘) xi = C (Af$” xi ; consequently, (AJ$” = 0, Vi. 
Now let us look at (Ax)(~‘~‘,~)= (C A& Ax~)(~~~~~). 
(AA)+” = 0 by above discussion. 
Hence 
2 (Afi)(q’,l) 6. +I ( 11 
By the technique that we used in Proposition 5.5, (Af)(9’*1) = 0, Vi. So we 
proved that L = (( 1) > or 0. But L = { (1) > is impossible, so L = 0 and 
fi = e(fi) E k, Vi. 
Therefore x E C and Theorem 5.2 is proved. 1 
THEOREM 5.3. H is an H-algebra in d&, C(H) = {x E H 1 Ax E k @ 
Z(1)@Z(2)@Z(21)}, C,=C(H)nZ. Zf{xi} is a basis ofC,,, then 
1 HXi = @ Hx, and Hx, G Hi; 
c xiH= @ xiH and x,H= H. 
Proof. Let us prove that if x xihi = 0, then hi = 0, Vi. 
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Without loss of generality, we can assume dim C< co. Applying A to the 
equation C xihi = 0, we have 
Let L = (0 E @r2 \3(Ah,)‘# 0 and Z(0) is maximal}. 
If (1, 0’) E L, then 0 = C xf(Ahj’~~“). Consequently, each (Ahi)(‘,“) = 0, 
contradiction. 
If (2, cp’) EL, then 0 = (A(C x,hi))‘*, rp’) = C xf((Ah,)’ + (Ah,)(29v’)). 
Since x~(A~~)~E C$“@Z(‘) . . . . ~f(dh,)(‘,~)~ (C,c,)(2)@Z(1) ..., then 
C ~f(Ah,)~ = 0, because C,, n Coca = (0). 
Hence each ( Ahi)‘P’ = 0. 
Consider 0 = (d(C x$z~))“‘~“). 
O=~(x;+$.~k]x;x~)(Ahi)“~‘.‘+$.k]x;x~(Ahi)~~ 
= c x; (6, + 5 l,k] x:) (Ahi)(2*“‘). 
Hence Ah!2,+“’ = 0, in the usual way. 
That means L = (25 and C kixi = 0. Therefore hi = ki = 0. 
In other words, C x,H= @ x,H and XiHg H. 
Equivalently, if C hixi = 0, then hi = 0, Vi. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. C HS(xi) = @ HS(xi) and HS(xi) z H; C S(xi) H= 
@ S(xj) H and S(x,) Hg H. 
Proof: Apply S ‘on (a) C Hx,= @ Hx,, Hxi z H and (b) C xiH= 
@ xiH, xjH g H, we obtain the result. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. Zf H is an H-algebra in &‘&,, then the subalgebra 
generated by C(H) and S( C( H)) is a sub H-algebra of H which is isomorphic 
to HcC(Hj,v,, where q is the unit of H. 
ProoJ: Clearly, the subalgebra generated by C(H) and S( C( H)) is a sub 
H-algebra of H. Say this sub H-algebra is H,. We have a canonical 
H-algebra homomorphism, F: H(,(,,,,, + H,. 
F is surjective because H is generated by C(H) and S( C(H)). 
We need to prove F is injective. 
If f6 ker F, write f = k, + C gixi. Since EF = E, then k, = 0. 
0 = F(f) = F(C g,x,) = C F(gi) xi. By Theorem 5.3, each F( gi) = 0, i.e., 
giE ker F. 
Similarly, we can prove that if C g,S(x,) E ker F, then gig ker F. 
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By induction on deg F, we obtainf = 0. Therefore ker F= (0) are F is an 
isomorphism. 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. If F:H(,,,, + H is a surjective H-algebra homo- 
morphism, then H = H(,,,,, D = F(C). 
Proof Let D = F(C); then D is a subcoalgebra of C(H). Let HI be sub- 
algebra generated by D and S(D); then HI 1 H(,,,, and since Hfc,sj is 
generated by C and S(C), then H, = F(H,,,,) = H. 
Therefore H = H(,,,,, D = F(C). [ 
COROLLARY 5.5. If F: H(,,,, + HcEs,, then F is uniquely determined by 
FI,: C+ E. 
Proof: Let H, = im F. By Corollary 5.4, HI = H(,,,, and D = F(C) c E. 
Clearly, ker F = ker(FI ,-)) = the ideal generated by ker(F 1 c). 
Therefore F is determined by FI =. 1 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let C,, = C n Z, then Co n ZCo = {0}, and 
C,nZ~,=C,nC,Z=C,nC,Z=C,nZC, 
=C,nZ~,=C,nC,Z={O}. 
Proof: If f E Con I&, then f = C kixi = C g,x,. By Theorem 5.3, 
ki = gi, then ki = g, = 0. Therefore f = 0. 
Similarly, other equations are true. 1 
In the next two sections, we give more details about Hcc,*,. 
6. ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF Hcc,tlj 
In this section we are interested in the algebraic structure of H(,-,). We 
will give many properties which free algebras have. 
Let C, = C n ker E, = ker cc. Choose any basis of C,,, say (x~}~~,+,; then 
C=kq@@i,Mkxi. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. k(xij iEM) c H(,,,,. 
ProoJ: Obvious by Theorem 5.3. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Vf E Hcc,*), Vn, f = k, + fr(x) + fi(x) + ... + 
f,-I(x)+& c.~E~~.,=. Hx:,’ s-1 x7, where fj(x) is the jth-homogeneous 
polynomial over xi, i E M. 
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Proof: VIE H, f = E(f) + C g,x, + C h,Ri and Xi = -xi + & Cj,jk] Xjxk, 
then f = &( fi) + C fixi. Each fi = E(fi) + C fvxi for the same reason. 
Hence f =&(f)+C&(fi)xi+C.z(fv)xjxi+ ..a. 
It is easy to see f = kO + fi(x) + f*(x) + es* + f,-,(x) + 6, 
sE&“,=nXy; ... x;;. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let I= ker E, the augmentation ideal of Htc,q,, then 
I” = c I-Ix;; , ,. x”; 
~:n,=ll 
where li can be xi or Zi = S(x,). 
Proof: Let I,,=Cx,,=,, Hxy; ... XT, r,,=Cz,,i=. HZ:,’ ... 2:. 
Clearly, Z, c r,, c I”. We need to prove 1” c t,. 
VfeI", f =Cifiifzi ... fni, each fj,c1, then fji=flji(x)+f&(x)+ ... 
+ f, _ 1, j, i(x) + aji, Sji E I,,, fkji is kth-homogeneous polynomial in Proposi- 
tion 6.2. 
It is easy to see that f E I”. 1 
COROLLARY 6.1. I”= @isMZn-‘Xi = @iEMXiZnwl = @iEMZ”-‘zi= 
@ieMZiZnpl* 
Proof Obvious. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.4. 
X;S, define 
Vf e H,,+ , f = f(xi, Xi) a polynomial ouer x;s and 
we deg f = mm{deg f(xi, Xi)1 any f(xi, fi) = f }, then 
f =CLj h&x,, deg h,<deg f: 
Proof: Choose f (xi, Xi) = f, s.t. deg f (xi, xi) = deg f, then 
f = 1 giXi + C lifi 
= I( gi--li--& k [I> .i, i xi xi. 
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Then deg gi < deg f, deg Ii < deg f, so gi - Zi = C ~$2~~ deg wj < deg f, 
and 
degh,<degf. 1 
THEOREM 6.1. Let I= ker 8, k(xi) = k(xil iEM) c Hcc,qj, then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
ProoJ 
Znnk(xi)=C=~i,.k(xi)x~~ ... xytp 
(k(xi)/k(xi) n I”) A W,c,,,lZ”); 
fi I” = 0. 
(1) Induction on n. 
n = 0, obvious. 
Suppose for n - 1, the statement is true, now consider n. 
By Proposition 6.3, C, ,,=,, k(xi) x7; ... x7; c I” n k(xi) is clear. 
Conversely, VIE I” n (xi), f= C gixi E @ I”- ‘xi, then gi E k(xi). 
By the induction hypothesis, giECxni=n-l k(xi) ~7,’ ... x”:. 
Therefore fECrnizn k(xi) x7; aa. XT. 
(2) Since k(xi) c Htc,,,), there is a canonical injective homo- 
morphism 
k(xi) - H,c q) 
k(xi) n I” I”* 
Clearly k(xi) + I” = H(,,,,, Vn; then this injective is an isomorphism. 
(3) Suppose f~ 0 I”. We prove f = 0 by induction on deg f: If 
degf=O, thenf=k=s(f)=O. 
Suppose for n - 1, this statement is true, now consider n. 
f =xh,XjxiE fi Z”‘c @ Z”‘X~=Z~+~, Vm; 
??Z=O 
then each xi h,.fj E I”’ = Zm- ‘Xi; then each h, E I”- ‘, Vm, i.e., h, E f-j I”. 
By the induction hypothesis h, = 0, then f = 0. 1 
If IA41 = number of A4 = m < co, define 
k<xi> =k(xil ieW9 
= {all formal power series over x1 ... x,}. 
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If lM1 = co, define 
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PROPOSITION 6.5. H(,,,, c k((xil in M)). 
Proof: Define F: H(,,,, +k((xili~M))p S.t. F(xi)=Xiy F(wfi)=fiE 
k((xi ) i E M)). fi is determined by the following: 
We assume I;=, kxi + k is a subcoalgebra of C; then there exist { u~}~ X m 
s.t. C kaii = C kx, + k, Aaij = Ck aik 0 akj and &(aii) = 6,. 
Let (au) = (6,) + X, then XE M,(Z). 
(a,i)-‘=(6,i)-X+X2-X3+X4 ... Ek((xiliEM)). 
Let (6,)-X+X2+ ... = (fiJ); define F(&) =fi,.. 
If xi = c kik&, then F(XJ = c kik,fkj =fi. 
It is easy to see that F is well-defined. 
We need to prove F is injective. Vf # 0, there exist n, s.t. f~ I”-’ - I”, so 
f=fn-, +d, wheref,-, is a non-zero (n - 1) th homogeneous polynomial 
over xi, and 6 E I”. 
Because F(~)EC~.,=” k((xi)) XT ... x”:, 
F(fn-l)=fn-~, F(f)=fn-,+F(@+O- 
Proposition 6.5 is proved. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.6. (1) Let A be an algebra, Z= ker sH, Z@A c H@ A, 
then n,“=,zv3A = (0); 
(2) Let A be an algebra, then C A @ HP&,( 1 @xi) = @ (A 8 HP&,) 
(lOxi), andAOH~~,~,(lOxi)~:AHH~,,. 
Proof (1) VIE H @ A, f = C gi 0 ai. Define deg f = max{deg gi}, 
vfEn,"=,z"oA. 
By induction on deg f, it is easy to see f = 0, then n I” 0 A = { 0 >, 
(2) Ch,(l@xJ=O. Let hi=CaijOhj for each i, fir ...fi, be 
linearly independent, then { fi,.xi 1 Vi, j} are linearly independent, then 
a, = 0, Vi, j, then hi = 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.7. (1) Hcc,,, is a domain. 
(2) H,OH,O ... @H, is a domain, Hi= Hcci,q, for some Ct. 
Proof: (1) HK~, c k((xi)); since k((xi)) is a domain, then Hcc,,) is a 
domain. 
(2) We need to prove k((x!))@k((xf))@ ... @k((xl)) is a 
domain. 
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By induction, it is sufficient to prove that if A is a domain, then 
k((xi)) @I A is a domain; i.e., VIE k((xi)) 63 A, f 20, then fk((Xi)) @ A = 
k<xi> @A* 
Define degf: Using induction on deg f, we can easily obtain that 
k((xi)) @I A is a domain. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. We have the following exact sequences: 
(1) 04 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ andHcc,,,xi~H~c,v,- 
(2) 040isMH~c,tl)OH~~,,,(xi81-18Xi) --+ H(C,tJ)@HTS,q)A 
Hcc,q) 40, and H~c,q)BH~~,q,(XiO l- l@Xi)~H~c,q)@H~S,,,. 
Proof. (1) We know O+Z-+H,,,,* k-,0, and Z=x Hcc,qjxi= 
0 Hcc,q,Xi* 
Therefore 0 + @ ie M HCc,sjxi + HCC,4J 4 k + 0 is exact. 
(2) Let J= ker(H(,,,O HP&, 3 Ho,,), because {xi} u {Xi> are 
the generators of HCc,Vj, then 
J=C Htc,qjOH;)E,q)(Xi@ l- 1 @Xi) 
+ 1 Hcc,q, @ HTz,qj(xi@ l- 1 @Xi). 
We must prove .Z= @ H~~,q,@H~~,v~(Xi@ 1 - 1 @Xi). 
First we prove C Hcc,,) @ Hy&,(fi 8 1 - 1 0 Xi) c Hcc,q,@H&, 
(Xi@ 1- 1 @Xi). 
We can assume dim, C < co; by Proposition 2.4, there exist {aij}nxn, s.t. 
C = C ka,, Aa, = C aik @ akj, and E(aV) = 6,. 
Hen=, (a&i, = (&Ax n = Na,)), x n. 
Consequently, (a,@l);~,=(citiOl)nxn, (l@aa,),-,‘,=(l@&)nxn. 
Define d, = &, (1 @I a&)(a,,@ I)(&@ I- 16 “0). 
Easily, tiV@ 1 - 1 @tiii=&(iiik@ l)(l @‘a,,) do. 
du=C(lOaik)(ak,~l)(iilje,l-l~~~) 
=i aI& @ aik - c akl@ a,iaik 
kl 
=6kj@aik-z (1 @ii@ik)(ak,@ 1 - 1 @akl) 
- s 1 @ akib@ik 
= l~aa,i-C(l~~~aik)(ak,~llllak,)-l~aa, 
kl 
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Hence 
=c H~,.,,@H~&,(xiO 1 - 1 @Xi). 
Now we must prove 
= 0 Hcc,,, Q H%,, (XiQ 1 - 1 QXj). 
Suppose C a,(~, @ 1 - 10 xi) = 0. If ai # 0, by Proposition 6.6( 1 ), there 
exists n, s.t. Vi, a,~ I”-’ @A and 34 ui$ I” @A, where A = Hy&,. 
Consider the equation C a,(~,@ 1 - 1 @xi) = 0 in H/Z”@ A. 
If u~=ui+Z”@A, then ui(xi@l)=O. Hence Cui(i@xi)=O. By 
Proposition 6.6 (2), ai = 0, Vi. Contradiction. 
Therefore ui = 0, Vi. We have proved Theorem 6.2. 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. (1) g.dim (c,q) = 1 unless C=kq; 
(2) g.dimH,@ . ..@H.=n, zfH,=H~,,,,undeuchdim,Ci>2. 
Proof: By theorem 6.2, proj.dim,,,Op H= l(H= Hcc,q,), then 
g.dim H= 1, g.dim H, @ ... @H,=n. See [Z]. 1 
THEOREM 6.3. Let J be an ideal of H(,-,, if dim, H(,,,,/J< co, then in 
the algebra H(,,,,/J, S(x,) can be represented by a polynomial over f(xi). 
Therefore H,,,,/J is generated by x,‘s. 
Prooj: Since dim, H,,,,/J c co, there exists a injective homomorphism 
H,,,,/J%M,,,(k), for some large m. We can assume dim C< 00. By 
Proposition 2.4, there exist (Us} ,, X ,, , s.t. C kuv = C, Au, = c uik Q ukj, and 
E(u~) = 6,. Hence (S(uU)) = (a,))‘. 
Because uV E Hcc,g, /Jq M,(k), we can regard (a,) as an nm x nm matrix. 
By a linear algebra theorem (a,) - ’ = f ( (au)), f(x) a polynomial over x. 
Consider (S(uti)) = (a,))’ = f((+)) as a submatrix; then each S(Q) = a 
polynomial over ais. u 
If C=M,,(k)@kq, then Hcc,,,=k(eU, F,Ii,j= 1, . . . . n)/(R); the ideal of 
relations (R)=((e,),,.(eij)=(6),,.=(eii),,.(e,i),,.). 
If C=E@kq, and E=(x~CIAx=q@x+x@q}, then 
H (c,rl, = k( E) = free algebra over E. 
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THEOREM 6.4. If C= kq 0 0, M,,(k) @ E, where qk@ et M,,(k) = 
Cord C @)=Q then Hw,~)= tUrH~Mn(k)~ktl,rl))~H~E,~ktl,~), where 
E’ = E as k-vector spaces, and E’ @ ky has the coalgebra structure, s.t. 
VXEE’, Ax=q@x+x@q. 
Proof: We define a homomorphism F: ur H~M.,(kI~krl,rtJ u HcESekV,VJ + 
H(o,?), and prove it is an algebraic isomorphism. 
For each t, M,jk) @ kq is a subcoalgebra of C, there exists a canonical 
injective homomorphism F, : HcMn,ctj 8 kv,qj + HtC,41. 
Because XE E’ = Ec C, iI E Hcc,qj, F,,: HcEsek4,vj = k(E’) + Hcc,qJ 
is defined by FE,(x) = iI( 
By definition of coproduct, there exists a unique homomorphism 
F: Ll, W cM,,cklekq,,,J u HcEfekrl, ,,) -, Hcc,,,,, s.t. Fi, = F,, Fh = FE’, where 
it’s and i,, are the obvious homomorphisms. 
We need to prove that F is injective and surjective. 
(a) Surjective. 
Because H(,,,, is generated by C and S(C), it is sufficient to prove 
im F 1 C u S(C). Clearly, im F I C, so we must prove im F I S(C). 
If x E Corad C, then x = Csi,i ages, then S(x) = Cr,i,i ai.PijE im F. 
If x4 Corad C, suppose CO is a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C 
containing x, then the structure matrix of CO is M,,(k) * * * 
WC,) = 
0 K,(k) * * 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... 
then 
M,,(k) 0 0 0 
S(M(C,))=M(C,)-‘= K&V 0 0 
0 z * * 
0 0 0 z 
Clearly, these *‘s belong to im F. 
Hence S(M(C,))eM,(k[e~, Z;, E’]). 
Consequently, S(x) =f,(e;, Zk, x,), where (x3> is a basis of E’ = E. 
Therefore S(x) E im F and F is surjective. 
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(/I) Injective. 
Consider a homomorphism 
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G(x) =x, Vx E C; 
G(S(x)) = ‘ii G 
if x=X> 
x if XEE’. 
It is easy to prove that G is well-defined and FG = 1, GF= 1. 
Therefore F is an isomorphism. i 
7. COMMUTATIVE AND COCOMMUTATIVE H-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we will discuss two special cases: commutative H-algebras 
and cocommutative algebras. 
Let us discuss cocommutative H-algebras lirst. Like cocommutative 
coalgebras and cocommutative Hopf algebras, we give the definition of 
cocommutative H-algebras as follows: 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let (H, A, E, S) be an H-algebra of an algebraic 
category d. H is called cocommutative, if t12A = A, where r12: Hu H--f 
H u H is the isomorphism defined in section 2(h). 
THEOREM 7.1. An H-algebra H is cocommutative iff Hom,(H, .) is a 
functor from d to the category of abelian groups. 
ProofI a. 
Suppose z 12 A = A. 
It is sufficient to prove that VA E Obj(d), Hom,(H, &) is a abelian 
group. 
% gEHom,(H,A),f .g 
=dfw)A=i4fw)6A 
=w;42(gUf)A=dguf)A=g.f 
(P A r$ = pu,, by Proposition 2.1( 5)). 
Therefore Horn, (H, .) is a functor from d to the category of abelian 
groups. 
-+. 
Suppose Horn, (H, . ) is a functor from & to the category of abelian 
groups. 
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Hom,(H, H u H) is an abelian group. A = i, . i, = i, . i, = 
~HuH(i2Uil)A=~12A (P HuH(i2u iI) = r12, by Proposition 2.1(7)). 
Therefore H is cocommutative. 1 
If d = SBegk, then what are these cocommutative H-algebras? We will 
give the answer in the next few theorems. 
THEOREM 7.2. (1) Zf C=qk+E, E={xE c )Ax=x@q+q@x}, 
then fk,,, is cocommutative. 
(2) Zf H is a cocommutative H-algebra of s?/gk, then C(H) = k@ E, 
and E= {xEHIAx=x’+x~}. 
Prooj (1) Obviously, Hcc,,l, = k( C)/(q - 1) = k(E). 
Since both 7,,A and A are algebraic homomorphisms, in order to prove 
r12A=A, we only need to show z,,A(,=Al,. 
Vx E E, Ax = x1 + x2, 2i2 Ax = x2 + x1 = Ax. Therefore H(,,,, is cocom- 
mutative. 
(2) H is cocommutative, then z,,A = A. 
Vx~C,,=c(H)nz, Ax=x’+x2+~x~,,x~2,=r,2Ax. 
Therefore 1 xii xz) = 0 and Ax= x1 +x2. This means Co = E= 
{xEHIAx=x~+x~}. 1 
We need more works to prove these H-algebras Hck,,eE,qj are only 
cocommutative H-algebras of J&‘~, . 
THEOREM 7.3. Let H be an H-algeba of s&g,, x E H. Zf Ax E Z(l) + I(” + 
p + pl) + z (212), then x E CO CO + C,, where 
C,, = C(H) n Z, c,, = S( C( H)) n Z, Z= ker E. 
Proof: Say Ax=x’+x2+Cf!g?+Cai2gil+Cx5(p3,x:. 
By Proposition 5.4, X, E C,, and x, E C,,. 
Consider (Aul)Ax=(luA)Ax: 
+C(f;+f;+(Af,)(12)+(Afi)(21)+ 4g: 
+ 1 a;($ + pi’ + (Apj)“2’ + (ABj)(“) + . . . ) 
+ c X,‘(q;, + qft + (Aq,,)“2’ + (Aq,,)‘21’ + . . . ) x;. 
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+ Cff(gf + g: + (Agj)(23)+ (Agi)(32)+ *” ) 
+ c (ai’ + ai’ + (Aaj)*’ + (ALxj)3’ + . . . ) /!?; 
+ I(?; + x3 + (Ax,)‘3*‘) c&x; + x; + (Ax,p3’). 
Comparing items of (d u 1) Ax and (1 u A) Ax, we obtain the following: 
(a) g, E Co, i.e., Agi = gf + gf + (Agi)(‘*); aj E C, i.e., Aaj = ai’ + a; + 
(Aaj)‘*? 
Hence, we can change the notation and suppose Ax=x’ + 
x2 + C fj xi” + 1 .$/?j + C 2; cpbxj in the beginning. As we know, we can 
write 
Axi=$+xf+~ [ .I ’ x,?x;. j, k
(j?) Each Af E Z(l) + I(*) + Z(l*) + I(*‘) + Z(*‘*), each Afii E Z(l) + I(*) + 
Z(l*) + Z(*l) + Z(*l*), each A~,E ~(1) + ~(2) + ~(12) + z(*l) + ~(212). 
(Y) 
cr[ 1 ’ sJt x:x:=x (Afi)“*‘x;, I > 
xF 1 6 w%;~;/I; = c x;(A/ji)(21), 
~Z’cp;xi’=~ (Af)‘21’xj3, 
x;x’wcpp: x:x; = c X;(AqQ(*‘*) x;. 
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Let V= kx + 1 kfi i- C kpj + C kq,. This is a finite-dimensional sub- 
space of H. Choose any basis of V, say fi, f2, .,., f,, then 
Afj=fi’+f;+cf :x:j + c y;f: + c Giff UZk. 
By (y), we obtain the following: 
(4 
and 
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Let Fi=C(6,,+y,,)f,. It is easy to checkfj=C(6jk+jjk)F,, since 
C Cdjk + Jjj/c)t8kt + Ykt) = sit. 
Now 
Therefore each F,,, E C(H) n Z = C,. 
As a consequence, each fj = c(Sjk + jjk) Fk E COCc, + C,,, and 
VCCl)Co+Co. 
Finally, XEC,C,+C,, by xE V. i 
COROLLARY 7.1. If Ax E Z(l) + Z(*) + Z(l*) + Z(*l) + Z(l*l), then x E 
coco+co. 
Proof Obvious. 1 
COROLLARY 7.2. Zf Ax E Z(l) + Z(*) + Z(*‘), then x E E* + c, + Co, where 
E={xEHJAx=x~+x*}. 
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Proof Suppose x = C xi ji + 6, {xi} are linearly independent. Ax = 
C (Xi + Xf + (AXi)21)(j! + jz + (Ayi)21) + AS, C (Xi + (AXi)‘2)(Ayi)2’= 1, 
because Ax E Z(l) + Zc2) + Z(12) + Zc21). 
Hence, ( Ayi)21 = 0, Vi. Similarly, ( Axi)12 = 0. 
Therefore XEE’+C~+&. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let (n, m)= (42) or (2, 1). 
Zf (Ax)‘“,” = C a: gf, then (Ax)@*~*‘) = C (Aai)(“*m) gf. 
If (Ax)“,“’ = C g;a;, then (Ax)(~++) = C g;(AaJ(“+ 
In particular, if (Ax)’ = 0, then (Ax)” = 0, Vq > 0 (“cp > 0” means 
rp = (cp’, 6 cp”)). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume m = 2. Let 
(Ax) “~“‘+$g;, (A~)“,~,~‘=Cbi’ci~f~. 
Define (p = (2, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, . ..) = (2, 3, e13); i.e., ~~(4) = pl(8), p2(@) = 1, 
Pdcp) = P2(@ + 1. 
Consider ((A u 1) AX)@ = (( 1 u A) AX)@. 
((Aul) A~)@=CbjZc;~fjt’~ and ((1 u A) Ax)@=x (4~~)~~~) gy13. 
Hence (Ax)(‘,~~~) = C (Aai)(12) ge. m 
THEOREM 7.4. Zf H is a cocommutative H-algebra of dtyk, then 
H= Ho,,, C=k@E, E={x~H~Ax=x’+x~}. 
Proof: Vx E H, define L(Ax) = { 0 E @,2 1 (Ax)~ # 0 and Z(0) is maximal}, 
I(Ax)=max{l(8)~(A~)~#O}. 
We prove XE%-W),~) Y b induction on I(Ax). 
If /(Ax) < 2, then Ax E k + Z(l) + Zc2) + I(“) + Zo2). By Theorem 7.3, 
x~k+CoCo+Co=H(,(,,,,,. 
Suppose I(Ax) < n - 1, the statement is true. 
Now I( Ax) = n (n 2 3). 
VBE L(Ax), then Z(0) = n. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
/3=(1,2, 1,2, . ..). 
(Ax)~=~,~~u~u~~~~u~~u~ ... aZ. We will prove all these aij E E. 
First, a, E Co = E. 
Second, let cp = (L2, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, . ..I. s.t. pl(cp) = plW, ~~(44 = p2(6, 
P2(cp) = 1. 
Consider ((A u 1) Ax)’ = (( 1 u A) Ax)~. 
((Aul)Ax)+‘=O, and ((1uA)A~)+‘=~u~~(Aa,~)(~~)a~a~ ... . 
Hence ( AQ,)(~~) = 0, Va,. By Proposition 7.1, a, E c, = E. 
Similarly, or by induction, all uii E E. 
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Let 8’= (2, 1, 2, 1, . ..). s.t. p,(F)=p2(8), p2(fJc)=p1(8); in other words, 
changing 1 into 2, 2 into 1 in 8, then we obtain 8’. Obviously, Z(F) = Z(e). 
Since z,,d = A, (Ax)~‘=~u~,u~&u$ ... . 
Let f = C UilU,Ui3U, ..., f E H(,,,,. Then, it is obvious, Af = f1 + 
f’+ ... +(Af)‘+(Af)“, and (Af)‘=(Ax)‘, (Af)e’=(A~)w. 
Hence l(A(x - f )) <n - 1. By the induction hypothesis, x-f E Htc,Vj. 
Therefore XE H(,,,,. i 
COROLLARY 7.3. Zf Homdt9,(H, .) is a functor from J&“, to the 
category of ubeliun groups, then there exists a index set S, s.t. 
Hom,~JHA=lL,4 us an additive group, for any A E Obj(&!‘,). 
Proof Obvious. 1 
Now let us look at the commutative H-algebra of z?&,. 
THEOREM 7.5. Zf H is the commutative H-algebra of a?‘,!&, then H = k, 
or k[x], or k[x, x-‘1. 
Proof: Let C,, = C(H) n I. By Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 6.1, 
k(G) cH(c(H),~)cH 
Since H is commutative, k( C,) is commutative. Hence dim C,, < 1. We 
have the following three possibilities: 
Case 1. dim C,, = 0, i.e., C(H) = k; then H = k, by Corollary 5.1. 
Case 2. dim C, = 1, Co = kx, and Ax = x1 +x2. 
Vf E H, let 8 E L(Af ). We can assume, for example, 8 = (1, 2, 1, 2, . ..). 
Review the proof of Theorem 7.4: (Af )e=ux1x2x1x2 . . ., where UE k. 
Since H is commutative, xf = fx, then (A(xf ))(2Te) = x2(Af )’ = 
(A( fx))“,‘) = (Af )@ xE, where E is the last number of 8. 
This means (Af )” = ux2x1x2x1 . . . . Hence l(A( f - a~‘(~))) < l(Af ). By 
induction, f E Hcc,qj = k[x]. 
Case 3. dim C,, = 1, C,, = kx, and Ax = x1 + x2 + kx1x2, k # 0. 
We can assume Ax = x1 + x2 + x1x2, since k # 0. 
Clearly, HcC(HJ,.rlJ = k[ y, y-‘1, y = 1 +x, y-’ = 1 + X. 
Vf E H, we will prove f E HcC(Hj,llj without using commutativity. 
VeEL(Af), we assume 0=(1,2, 1,2, . ..). then (Af)e=Cx’u~u~3u~ . . . . 
By Corollary 7.1, all these uV E C, C,, + Co C, + C, + c, = Co + C, (since 
Xx=Xx=x+X). In the case 8 = (1,2, 1,2, . ..). we can prove all these 
UiiE c,. 
We prove ui2, ui3 E Co as examples. 
(Af)e=XiX2h(1i.2 . . . . )+XIz2hy.2 . . . . ). 
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Consider 
((A~ ,)~f)“~2.3.(‘.3....))=((~u~)~f)(’,2,3,(1,3 ,...) 
((A u 1) &-)(1~2.3JlJ,...)) = XlX2X3h(11,3 . . . . 1 + XlX2~3h:‘,3 ,...) 
((1 MA) Af) 
(L2,3,(1.3,...)) =XlX2X3h~l,3 ,... ). 
Then h2 = 0 and ai E C,. 
Hence (df)e=x x x g, 1 2 1 (2,1,...) + x1x2xlg~2%l ,... ). 
Consider 
((A u 1) ~f)(l,3,2,1,(3,1,...)) = ((1 u A) df)(l,3.2,1.(3,1,...)) 
((A UA) Af) 
(1,3,2,1,(3,1,.._ ))- 1 3-2-l (3,1,...) 
-xxxxg, 
((luA)Af) 
(1,3,2,1,(3,1....)) =o. 
Then g, = 0, ai E CO, etc. 
Therefore (dfl’ = kx’x2x’x2 . . . . As a consequence, l(8) = 2m. 
If L(df)= {e}, then I(d(f- kx”)) < l(Af), m = 1(0)/2. 
If I($) = (0, &>, then l(d(f-- klxm- k2Xm)) < l(Af). 
By induction f E Hc,-c,,,,, = k[y, y-‘1. 1 
8. H-ALGEBRAS WITH HOPF ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE 
In the first part of this section we fix d =Wumac”g,. For the sake of 
simplicity, we write H&t) instead of Hy;,;;‘gk in this section. 
We already know that H-algebras of %umzat’, coincide with com- 
mutative Hopf algebras. Let us look at the special commutative Hopf 
algebra H$V,. 
(C, rl) is a coalgebra, C = kn @ Co, where Co = ker E; Corad C = kn @ 
0 fE TM,,(k), M,,(k) = & keg; de; = Ck ei @ eLj, e(ei) = 6,. 
Define d, = det ( eV),, x n,. 
THEOREM 8.1. H&t, = k[C],/(n- l), where k[C] is the polynomial 
algebra over k-vector space C, D = {d, ) t E T}, k[ C]n is the localization on 
D. (n - 1) is the ideal generated by n - 1. A, is determined by A(x) = A,(x) 
if XEC, Ad;’ =d;l@d,-l. E is determined by E(x)=E&x) if XEC, 
e(d,-l) = 1. 
Proof Easy (omitted). 1 
COROLLARY 8.1. If Corad C= kn, then H&t) = k[C,]. 
Proof. Obvious. 1 
THEOREM 8.2. I f  C is a Hopf algebra, n = unit of C, then there exists a 
unique Hopf algebraic homomorphism P: H&,, + C, s.t. Pi = 1 e. i is the 
injective coalgebraic homomorphism. 
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ProoJ By Theorem 4.2, there exists a unique algebraic homomorphism 
pi H&q, + C, s.t. Pi = 1 c. Obviously, i is the coalgebra homomorphism. 
We must prove the following: 
(a) (P@P)A,=AcP. 
If XEC, then (P@P)A.(x)=Ac(x)=A.(P(x)). 
If d;‘, then (P @ P)A,(d,-‘) = (P 0 P)d;’ 0 d;’ = P(d,)-’ 0 
P(d,)-‘=A,P(d;‘). 
Therefore (POP) A, = A,P. 
(B) E~P= .sH. Obvious. 
(y) PAS, = SC P. 
We know that PS,= P-‘. We need to prove ScP= P-‘: 
S,P.P=m.(S,P@P) A,=m,(&@l)(P@P) A, 
=m,(SOl) ACP=qeP=qe. 
Hence ScP= P-‘= PSH. 
Theorem 8.2 is proved. 1 
Let us go back to JZ?+Q again. By Theorem 4.2, any H-algebra of JZ?C& 
has naturally bialgebraic structure. It is natural to ask this question: Does 
any H-algebra of &!p, have naturally Hopf algebraic structure? The 
answer is in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let H be an H-algebra of s&“,, where (H, 2, E) the 
bialgebra in Theorem 4.2. 
(1) rf (C, q) is the cocommutative coalgebra, then (Hcc,Vj, 1, E) has an 
antipode; i.e., H(,-,) is a Hopf algebra. 
(2) If the bialgebra (H, 2, E) has an antipode, i.e., H is a Hopf algebra, 
then C(H) is a cocommutative coalgebra. 
Proof: (1) C is cocommutative. 
Define the antipode S, s.t. SI cv c = S 1 cU ,=, and S is an anti- 
homomorphism. 
We need to check the following cases: 
(~1) S is well-defined. 
Since Cu c is the set of generators, we must prove 
and 
S(4a) -C &q2)) = da) -C pa - - 0, because C is cocommutative. 
For the same reason, S(&(a) -C a(,,rS(,,) = 0. 
M)7/89/2-7 
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- - 
(/?) m(SO1)~=lH&H=m(lOS)d. 
We prove m(S@ 1) 6= qHsH and omit the proof of the equation - - 
m( 10 S) A = qH.cH. 
V~EH(,-~,, we check m(S@ 1) df=~~(f), by induction on degJ: 
Using the idea in Proposition 6.4, we must show that if g satisfies the 
equation, then xg and Xg satisfy the equation. 
Let Jg=Chi@Zi and Jx=Caj@bj. Since ~~,--C=S~CuC and (a) 
m(SQ 1) Jx = E(X), 
??Z(SQ 1) J(Xg)=fTl(SQ 1) 
( 
1 UjhiQbjli 
) 
= 1 S(hJ S(Uj) S(bj) S(fi) 
= 1 S(hi) S(fi) E(X) 
= E(X) E(g) = E(Xg). 
Similarly, m(SO 1) J(Xg) = s(Xg). 
Hence (8) is true. 
(2) If (H, 1, E) has an antipode, say S, choose a basis of 
Co = C(H) n I, say {xi}. 
JXi=XjQfj+vQXi+C .’ [ ‘I J> k xjQx,. 
By m(SO 1) a= qHsH, 
S(Xi)+Xi+C jik L 1 S( Xi) Xk = 0, 
then 
Hence 
3(X/c)= -~Xi(6i~+~[~~1]i,)=s(x,)=x,. 
Now 
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Hence 
[j:k]=[kjj]. hkj. 
Therefore C is cocommutative. 1 
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